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Abstract
This research explores the interaction between Whisper, a
high-performing speech recognition model, and information in
prompts. Our results unexpectedly show that Whisper may not
fully grasp textual prompts as anticipated. Additionally, we
find that performance improvement is not guaranteed even with
stronger adherence to the topic information in textual prompts.
It is also noted that English prompts generally outperform Man-
darin ones on datasets of both languages, likely due to differ-
ences in training data distributions for these languages. Con-
versely, we discover that Whisper exhibits awareness of mis-
leading information in language tokens by effectively ignoring
incorrect language tokens and focusing on the correct ones. In
summary, this work raises questions about Whisper’s prompt
understanding capability and encourages further studies.
Index Terms: speech recognition, Whisper, prompt under-
standing

1. Introduction
The rise of large-scale foundation models in diverse fields, such
as natural language processing (NLP) [1, 2, 3] and computer vi-
sion [4, 5, 6], has ignited interest in various studies and applica-
tions. Among these, prompting, a technique aimed at unleash-
ing the potential of foundation models [7, 8, 9, 10], has become
a prominent research focus in the AI community and has been
extended to speech processing, like text-to-speech [11, 12] and
spoken language understanding [13].

Notably, Whisper [14], a cutting-edge automatic speech
recognition (ASR) model, serves as a robust backbone for
speech processing systems [15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20] and has
shown promise in prompting. Prior works showed the effective-
ness of prompting with Whisper in scenarios like code-switched
ASR [21, 22], audio-visual speech recognition [21], etc.

Typically, these works implicitly assumed that Whisper can
understand prompts well and capture useful and task-relevant
information from prompts. However, as prior works on lan-
guage models cautioned against taking the prompting ability for
granted [23, 24], this assumption needs scrutiny. Unfortunately,
to our best knowledge, whether and how Whisper understands
prompts and improves itself remains unexplored. To this end,
this work takes the first step toward this open question.

This work explores Whisper’s prompt understanding capa-
bilities by analyzing its performances when given prompts with
correct or mismatched information about the testing data in sev-
eral scenarios. Ideally, the former should outperform the latter.
However, we find that Whisper exhibits a limited understanding
of textual prompts, as it performs better with mismatched topic
information than with matched information. Regression anal-
ysis surprisingly reveals that no positive correlation between

prompt understanding and performance exists, showing that
prompting Whisper does not work as expected. It is also noted
that English prompts typically outperform Mandarin ones even
on Mandarin data, showcasing the effect of prompt language
that contradicts our intuition. For code-switched ASR, perfor-
mance degradation is observed as expected when language to-
ken pairs with nonexistent components are provided. We further
discover that Whisper tends to generate predictions entirely in
the correctly provided language, highlighting its ability to fil-
ter out irrelevant information within the language tokens, which
may benefit from the extensive pre-training.

Overall, our contributions1 are (1) Pioneering exploration
of Whisper’s prompt understanding ability, (2) Uncovering
the limited understanding of textual prompts and empirically
demonstrating that adhering strongly to topic information in
prompts does not guarantee improved performances, (3) Re-
vealing a counterintuitive effect of prompt languages where En-
glish prompts outperform Mandarin ones even with Mandarin
testing data, and (4) Highlighting its ability to disregard mis-
leading information in language tokens. We hope these findings
stimulate further research on prompting methods for Whisper.

2. Related works
Whisper. Whisper is a family of encoder-decoder ASR mod-
els. The input of the decoder includes special tokens, e.g., lan-
guage tokens like <|en|>, task tokens like <|transcribe|>,
etc., to convey specific information. Specifically, the <|prev|>
token signifies the transcript of the previous utterance in long-
form transcription. Prompting is achieved by replacing previous
contexts with custom prompts, termed textual prompts. Fol-
lowing Peng et al. [21], the concept of prompts is extended
to special tokens. Complete prompts resemble <|prev|>
textual prompt <|startoftranscript|> <|language|>
<|transcribe|>.

Prompting Whisper. Prompting Whisper is widely ap-
plied. Peng et al. [21] showed that Whisper can be prompted for
audio-visual ASR by including objects retrieved by CLIP [25]
in textual prompts. They also showed that concatenating the
special tokens for the two languages enhanced Whisper on
code-switched ASR for those languages. Yang et al. [22] ob-
served improvement in code-switched ASR by indicating the
occurrences of code-switching in textual prompts. Wang et
al. [26] showcased the efficacy of task-informed prompts, e.g.,
“recognize dialect speech”, and in-context learning in boosting
Whisper on dialect ASR. Zhuo et al. [27] generalized Whisper
to lyric transcription via prompting. These works demonstrated
the potential of prompting Whisper beyond style imitation.

1Resources of this work can be found at https://anonymous.
4open.science/r/whisper_prompting-90B2.
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3. Prompt understanding of Whisper

3.1. Problem formulation

This work aims to rethink the prompt understanding capabilities
of Whisper. We mainly focus on the following questions:

• Does it understand and capture useful semantic information
from the textual prompts for transcribing (Sec. 5.1)?

• Does it benefit from the implicit language information when
prompts and testing data are in the same language (Sec. 5.3)?

• Does it understand the language information within language
tokens (Sec. 5.4)?

3.2. Method

We evaluate Whisper in two scenarios: one where prompts with
correct and relevant information on the testing data are pro-
vided, and the other where prompts include mismatched infor-
mation. Ideally, if the prompts are understood by the model and
influence its behaviors, the performances in the former situa-
tion outperform those in the latter [23]. Thus, this comparative
method assesses Whisper’s prompt understanding capability.

3.2.1. Prompt templates for textual prompts

To explore Whisper’s textual prompt understanding, we con-
struct prompt templates to generate textual prompts. These tem-
plates transform inputs into strings. For instance, a template
This utterance is about {input} turns arts into a prompt
“This utterance is about arts”. Using templates helps generate
textual prompts with desired input information systematically.

To ensure diversity, templates are first generated manually
with various patterns, categorized as follows: (1) identity map-
pings, which use the input as prompts: {input}; (2) task-
informed instructions: Transcribe this video of {input};
(3) conversation-like templates: So we were just talking
about {input}; (4) indication of the input information in nat-
ural language form: This utterance is about {input};
(5) lists of input-related keywords generated by GPT-3.5 [28]:
{keyword 1}, {keyword 2}, ..., {keyword N}. Particularly,
human-generated templates of patterns (2), (3), and (4) are pro-
vided to GPT-3.5 to generate additional templates. All the tem-
plates are generated in English. The resulting human-generated
templates and the ones generated by GPT-3.5 are collected, and
textual prompts are subsequently constructed with the initial
character capitalized. For instance, if the input is arts, the gen-
erated prompts of the aforementioned templates are (1) “Arts”,
(2) “Transcribe this video of arts”, (3) “So we were just talk-
ing about arts”, (4) “This utterance is about arts”, and (5) “Arts,
culture, performing, visual”.

3.2.2. Understanding of textual prompts

We assess Whisper’s textual prompt understanding using multi-
domain monolingual ASR corpora, where each audio clip is la-
beled with a topic label. We compare its performances when
prompted by prompts with matched and mismatched topics,
where the textual prompts are generated by the templates cre-
ated in Sec. 3.2.1 with the topic labels as the inputs. We com-
pare the model’s performances on subsets of each topic, exam-
ining prompts with the corresponding topic as well as those with
mismatched ones based on metrics specified in Sec. 3.3.

Figure 1: Illustration of PERF, BPERF, and TFR. The used tem-
plate and corpus are {topic} and GigaSpeech. The matrix is
WERs of Whisper on subsets of row topics when prompted by the
template and column topics. The topics are “Arts”, “Science
and Technology”, “Sports”, and “Nonprofits and Activism”.

3.2.3. Effect of textual prompt languages

We explore whether the languages of textual prompts influ-
ence the model’s performance, that is, whether Whisper gets
enhanced by implicit language information in textual prompts.
Intuitively, prompts in the same languages as testing data should
induce better transcribing accuracy than those in other lan-
guages. We examine this by comparing the resulting transcrib-
ing accuracy when prompted by English or Mandarin prompts.

Rather than creating new Mandarin templates, we use the
same textual prompts from Sec. 3.2.2, originally in English, and
translate them into Mandarin. This approach reduces the poten-
tial impact of semantic variations, focusing solely on the lan-
guage differences between prompts in the two languages. Both
sets of prompts are applied to the testing corpora, and the per-
formances are compared based on metrics in Sec. 3.3.

3.2.4. Investigating the understanding of language tokens

To delve into Whisper’s comprehension of language tokens, we
utilize code-switched ASR as a probing task. The correspond-
ing language tokens are concatenated for inference [21]. For
the testing corpora, either both languages exist, or one of them
is absent. Code-switched ASR is chosen over monolingual ASR
because providing the wrong language token for the latter leads
to speech-to-text translation into that language [21], making the
analysis unfair. This is also why we provide one mismatched
language token instead of two. We compare Whisper’s mixed
error rates when provided with entirely correct language tokens
versus those with partially correct ones.

3.3. Metrics

3.3.1. Mixed error rate (MER)

MER is adopted for code-switched ASR. Pre-processing on the
ground truths and the model’s outputs is first performed, e.g., in-
serting spaces to treat Mandarin characters as words, standard-
izing Mandarin parts to simplified Mandarin, converting non-
Mandarin parts to lowercase, and removing all punctuation.

3.3.2. Performance (PERF) and best performance (BPERF)

We define two metrics to evaluate the impact of mismatched
topic information: performance and best performance of a
prompt template.

To calculate the metrics, we first divide the testing set into
subsets with distinct topics and generate textual prompts using



the template and all topics. For each combination of subsets and
prompts, we gather the predictions and calculate the word error
rate (WER). These WERs are organized into a matrix like Fig.
1, with subset topics as rows and prompt topics as columns.

The performance (PERF) of a template is the WER of the
model prompted by matched topics across all data via the tem-
plate, i.e., the overall WER of the predictions associated with di-
agonal elements in Fig. 1. PERF evaluates the model prompted
by purely matched information through a specific template.

Conversely, the best performance (BPERF) of a template
assesses the lowest achievable WER when providing various
topic information via the template. For each subset, all prompts
are used, and the corresponding predictions with the lowest
WER, exemplified by elements in red squares in Fig. 1, are
gathered. The BPERF is defined as the overall WER of the
gathered predictions. The average PERF/BPERF is the average
of PERFs/BPERFs across all templates. Comparing the aver-
age PERF and the average BPERF measures the impact of mis-
matched information on improvement or degradation.

3.3.3. Topic following rate (TFR)

Ideally, a model that highly understands the prompts should
perform the best on a subset of a topic when prompted by the
prompt generated with that topic instead of others. This prop-
erty is measured by the topic following rate (TFR).

The TFR of a template is defined as follows. Let n be the
number of topics in the dataset, and f be the number of sub-
sets where the model obtains the lowest WER on them when
prompted by the template with the corresponding topics instead
of others. In other words, f is the number of rows where the
minimum occurs on the diagonal of the matrix mentioned in
Sec. 3.3.2. The TFR of the template on this dataset is then f/n.
An example is in Fig. 1, where n is 4 and f is the number of el-
ements having both star and square, which is 1. Thus, the TFR
is 25%. The average TFR is the mean of TFRs of all templates.

4. Experimental setups
4.1. Model

We employ pre-trained Whisper-large-v3, the latest version of
Whisper trained on 5M hours of multilingual data with 1.5B pa-
rameters. We denote it as Whisper. Greedy decoding is applied.

4.2. Datasets

For code-switched ASR, we adopt CSZS-correct-zh and
CSZS-correct-fr, which are Mandarin-English and French-
English code-switched datasets extracted from a recent bench-
mark [29] and feature a substantial amount of high-quality intra-
sentential code-switched synthesized speech data. The testing
splits are adopted, totaling 4.1 and 15.4 hours, respectively.

Additionally, we adopt the well-known Mandarin-English
code-switched corpus, ASCEND [30]. It comprises conversa-
tional speech data with diverse topics: “education”, “technol-
ogy”, “persona”, “philosophy”, and “sports”. As the contents
of the topics do not highly overlap, ASCEND also serves as a
multi-domain corpus for investigating Whisper’s textual prompt
understanding. Thus, we adopt the testing split, totaling 0.92
hours, for code-switched ASR and the training split for exper-
iments involving textual prompts. We choose the training split
since only that split contains all the topics2. To avoid potential
bias caused by code-switching [22], we only use data entirely

2No models trained. Using training split for evaluation is acceptable.

in Mandarin or English in the training split for experiments in-
volving textual prompts, leading to the creation of two subsets,
ASCEND-zh and ASCEND-en, with 3.5 and 1.7 hours of data.

In addition to ASCEND, we incorporate GigaSpeech [31],
a multi-domain English ASR corpus. We utilize the training
split of its S subset, as other splits lack topic labels. Notably, we
notice that some topics in GigaSpeech, e.g. ”People and Blogs”
and ”Entertainment,” are quite general, and their data samples
may be related to other topics. To prevent potential overlap, we
select highly disjoint topics: ”Arts,” ”Science and Technology,”
”Nonprofits and Activism,” and ”Sports”, for our experiments.
The duration of the subset of these selected topics is 34.4 hours.

5. Results and discussion
We discuss our results. The 95% confidence intervals obtained
from bootstrapping [32], with 1k bootstrap sets, are indicated
in brackets in the tables. The confidence intervals of TFRs are
not indicated because of the limited number of templates. On
average, an experiment takes about 10 hours on a V100.

5.1. Information in textual prompts

We examine Whisper’s textual prompt understanding by com-
paring the performances when prompted by the correct and mis-
matched topics. Our results are listed in Table 1.

Table 1: Average TFR(%), PERF(%), BPERF(%) of Whisper.
“Relative improvement” is the relative improvement of BPERF
to PERF, representing the highest relative gain of using mis-
matched topics over matched ones for the employed templates.

Dataset Avg TFR (↑) Avg PERF (↓) Avg BPERF (↓) Relative
improvement

ASCEND-zh 38.0% 13.24
[13.24, 13.27]

12.99
[12.98, 13.01] 2%

ASCEND-en 30.0% 23.55
[23.54, 23.60]

22.69
[22.69, 22.70] 4%

GigaSpeech 17.5% 5.50
[5.48, 5.52]

4.90
[4.89, 4.90] 11%

From Table 1, Whisper’s average TFRs are quite unsatisfac-
tory, and the mismatched topic information can induce a relative
improvement of up to 11%, showcasing that Whisper got signif-
icantly enhanced by irrelevant information. This phenomenon
is exemplified in Fig. 1, where the relative improvement caused
by mismatched information can be up to 10% for some topics.

As Whisper does not perform better when prompted with
correct topics and demonstrates low TFRs, it suggests that
Whisper may not understand the topic information in the
textual prompts as expected.

5.2. Relationship of TFR and PERF/BPERF

High TFR and good PERF/BPERF of a template signify the
model’s effective focus on topic information and transcription
accuracy when prompted via the template. Intuitively, templates
with higher TFRs should correspond to better PERFs/BPERFs,
and vice versa, as they prompt the model to consider topic in-
formation more accurately. We examine this intuition.

The linear regression analysis is illustrated in Fig.2. Inter-
estingly, the results contradict the intuition. We discover that in
general, templates guiding Whisper to understand topic infor-
mation better do not enhance transcribing accuracy simultane-
ously, indicating that high TFR and good PERF/BPERF of a
prompt template are typically not positively related.



Figure 2: Linear regression of PERF/BPERF of templates
on the corresponding TFR. Points in the figure represent the
PERF/BPERF and TFR prompted with specific templates.

As high TFR and good PERF/BPERF are both desired, our
findings underscore the need to explore ways to align these
properties, such as new learning paradigms for the model or im-
proved strategies for optimal template selection or generation.

5.3. Language of the textual prompts

Here, we discuss the effect of the language of the textual
prompts. The results of providing English prompts and the
translated Mandarin counterparts are in Table 2.

Table 2: Average TFR(%), PERF(%), and BPERF(%) of
Whisper on ASCEND-zh, ASCEND-en, and GigaSpeech when
prompted by prompts in Mandarin (zh) and English (en).

Avg TFR (↑) Avg PERF (↓) Avg BPERF (↓)

Prompt language zh en zh en zh en

ASCEND-zh 22.0% 38.0% 15.63
[15.61,15.68]

13.24
[13.24,13.27]

14.92
[14.90,14.97]

12.99
[12.98,13.01]

ASCEND-en 14.0% 30.0% 27.93
[27.81,28.16]

23.55
[23.54,23.60]

26.09
[25.98,26.24]

22.69
[22.69,22.71]

GigaSpeech 22.5% 17.5% 7.79
[7.74,7.84]

5.50
[5.48,5.52]

6.23
[6.19,6.27]

4.90
[4.89,4.90]

Surprisingly, it is observed that, in most cases, Whis-
per performs better when prompted in English compared
to Mandarin, despite the prompts having identical meanings.
This contradicts the intuition that the model would excel when
prompted in the same language as the testing data, as textual
prompts might implicitly convey language information.

This can be attributed to the substantial disparity in the
amount of training data for English and Mandarin [14]. Whis-
per was primarily trained on English data and was predomi-
nantly prompted by English prompts, i.e., the previous context,
during pre-training. Thus, English prompts tend to elicit better
performance than their Mandarin counterparts.

5.4. Information in language tokens

We investigate the effect of misleading language tokens to un-
derstand how Whisper captures language information. Our re-
sults are listed in Tables 3 and 4, where <|zh|>, <|en|>,
<|es|>, <|fr|>, and <|it|> represents Mandarin, English,
Spanish, French, and Italian, respectively. The Mandarin and
French words in the predictions are counted using the off-the-
shelf language identification package [33].

On average, the model achieves the best performance with
entirely correct language tokens. The relative performance
degradation when prompted by wrong language tokens is ex-
tremely significant, up to 120% for CSZS-correct-zh, 40% for
ASCEND, and 19% for CSZS-correct-fr.

From Yang et al. [22], Whisper tends to generate predic-
tions exclusively in or to translate parts of speech into the dom-
inant language of the utterances in code-switched ASR. This is

Table 3: MER (%) of Whisper on CSZS-correct-zh and AS-
CEND with different combinations of language tokens. The
”zh word count” is the number of generated Chinese words on
CSZS-correct/ASCEND, respectively. The ground truth of the
example is “Let’s趁机 take some pictures”.

Language tokens CSZS-correct-zh ASCEND zh word count Prediction
examples

<|zh|><|en|> 26.76
[22.35, 31.72]

21.93
[17.21, 29.92] 29491 / 9353 Let’s Genji take

some pictures

<|zh|><|es|> 54.24
[48.75, 60.23]

26.51
[24.39, 28.68] 44334 / 10253 让我们来拍

一些照片

<|zh|><|fr|> 58.85
[52.69, 65.78]

26.59
[24.46, 28.72] 46729 / 10242 让我们来拍

一些照片

<|zh|><|it|> 50.05
[44.39, 55.50]

30.73
[25.22, 39.81] 42040 / 10491 让我们来拍

一些照片

Table 4: MER (%) of Whisper on CSZS-correct-fr with differ-
ent combinations of language tokens. The ”fr word counts” is
the number of French words generated by Whisper. The ground
truth of the example is “He is a member of the Discovery Insti-
tute un de la droite religieuse of the American right”.

Language tokens CSZS-correct-fr fr word counts Prediction examples

<|fr|><|en|> 30.55
[29.74, 31.67] 98467

He is a member of the
Discovery Institute, and a

member of the American Right.

<|fr|><|es|> 36.31
[35.46, 37.36] 107071

Il est le même membre de l’Institut
de la Découverte, un de la droite

religieuse de l’Amérique.

<|fr|><|it|> 34.07
[33.31, 34.99] 102229

Il même membre de l’Institut
Discovery, un des droits religieux
de l’Amérique des Nations Unies.

<|fr|><|zh|> 32.71
[31.86, 33.93] 100840

Il est le même membre de l’Institut
de la Découverte, un de la droite

religieuse de l’Amérique.

exemplified in the initial rows of Table 3 and 4. Notably, when
provided with partially correct language tokens, it predomi-
nantly focuses on the correctly provided ones, e.g., <|zh|>
in Table 3 and <|fr|> in Table 4. It generates predictions in
these languages rather than English or the wrongly provided
languages, despite the dominant language of the utterances be-
ing English. This observation is supported by the word counts
in Table 3 and 4, where more Mandarin or French words are
generated when partially correct language tokens are provided.

This suggests that Whisper can discern and prioritize the
relevant language information, resulting in predictions entirely
in the correctly provided languages. This ability is likely a result
of multi-task pre-training encompassing language identification
and ASR. Therefore, we conclude that Whisper effectively fil-
ters out wrong information in the language tokens.

6. Conclusion
We study Whisper’s prompt understanding. Notwithstanding
the widespread use of prompting Whisper, we discovered that
Whisper may not fully grasp textual prompts, and better per-
formance is not guaranteed even when demonstrating better
comprehension given a prompt template. We found that En-
glish prompts yield superior performance compared to trans-
lated Mandarin ones on both English and Mandarin data, pos-
sibly due to differences in the training data volume for these
languages. It was also noted that Whisper can filter out mis-
leading information in language tokens, likely due to extensive
pre-training on language identification and ASR. We encourage
the community to carefully revisit Whisper’s prompting meth-
ods and provide more investigations and valuable insights.
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